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Boone and crockett antelope scoring sheet

The main characteristics that make up a B&amp;C score for a pronghorn: C - Length of Horn, D - circumference, and E - Length of Prong. The unique pronghorn, the population reduced to about 15,000 head in the early 1900s, is one of America's greatest conservation success stories. Now legally hunted in almost every western state, it has become one of our most numerous
game animals, second only to deer. For the pronghorn hunter, it is also one of the hardest animals to judge in the field. Almost always, the first time successful pronghorn hunter finds the horns of his buck much smaller than they seemed to be when he took the shot. The current B&amp;C scoring system was adopted in 1950 and was first reflected in the 1952 B&amp;C record
book. There were 67 total pronghorn entries listed meeting the minimum score requirement of 70 points. By contrast, the last book from 1999 contains 1,443 entries with a score of 82 or more. Only 21 achieved that score in the 1952 book. Scoring Criteria – Pronghorn A pronghorn with heavy 14-inch horns and four-inch teeth will score about 70 points and is a trophy no one should
be ashamed of. However, if a trophy that qualifies for the current B&amp;C all-time records is at least 82 the hunter's goal, a buck with 15 to 16 inch horns, 6 to 7 inch bases and 5 to 6 inch teeth must be found. In guiding and hunting pronghorn in several states over the past 36 years, I have used the following methods to evaluate the most critical characteristics of trophy heads.
Hunters who have participated in the pronghorn hunting seminars where I have recommended these methods say they have worked well for them as well. HORN LENGTH Horns should appear to be much longer than the length of the head of the pinsthorn, measured from the base of the ear to the tip of the nose. This distance is about 13 inches. Also check the horns against ear
length. If the horns seem to be 2-1/2 to 3 times the ear length, which averages 6 inches, they are probably long enough. Remember, horns that have pronounced, rounded curves inwards with horn tips ending in downward hooks, can be half as long again as they seem to be, while straight horns with few hooks at the very ends won't yield much of a bonus. PRONGS The teeth of
most record-class buck will appear very large and will project from the horn to or above the level of ear tips. Teeth are measured at the back edge of the horn they project out, so a 6-inch prong will appear to extend about four inches of a heavy horn - or twice the width of the horn viewed from the side. A head with very high teeth can cause the third-quarter circumference
measurement to be taken under the prong rather than above it, which usually helps the score. HORN MASS As on each four circumference measurements are carried out, it is clear that heavy horns are a must for record book pronghorn. The eyes of a pronghorn are located directly below the horn base, so they are a useful feature to assess the horn mass. As viewed from the
side, the horn horn should appear to be twice the width of the eye, which generally measures just over 2 inches. This corresponds to horn base which measures 6 to 7 inches in circumference. Pronghorn are usually found in open land and have an exceptional vision. Therefore, good binoculars and a spotting scope are needed to evaluate potential trophies at the distances needed
to prevent them from ghosting. Good optics and careful use of them will save the hunter many unnecessary stems when looking for a record-class buck. An important factor in pronghorn trophy quality is seasonal weather. Although not directly related to field evaluation, it may be a factor in where you choose to hunt. Pronghorn shed their outer horn casings in the fall, creating a
legged core on which regrowth of horn material begins quickly. A mild winter combined with a warm, wet spring, and early summer that abundant nutrition can result in much larger horns than will be a severe winter and drought conditions the following summer. MAXIMUM VS. MINIMUM TWO RECORDS-BOOK PRONGHORN Pronghorn score 95 points Pronghorn scoring 80
points Minimum qualifying scores This page contains the current minimum qualifying scores for the Montana Big Game Records Book, Pope &amp; Young Club, and Boone &amp; Crockett Club. Boone &amp; Crockett AMERICAN ELK NON-TYPICAL370385465 2/8AMERICAN ELK TYPICAL360375442 5/8BIGHORN SHEEP175180208 3/8BISON110115136 4/8BLACK
BEAR192123 10/16GRIZZLY BEAR232427 02/16MOUNTAIN LION14 08/161516 04/16MULE DEER NON-TYPICAL215230355 2/8MULE DEER TYPICAL180190226 4/8PRONGHORN ANTELOPE808295 0/8ROCKY MOUNTAIN GOAT475056 6/8WHITETAIL DEER NON-TYPICAL185195333 7/8WHITETAIL DEER TYPICAL160170213 5/8WYOMING (SHIRAS)
MOOSE140155205 4/8 AMERICAN ELK NON-TYPICAL320335442 0/8AMERICAN ELK TYPICAL260260409 2/8BIGHORN SHEEP135140199 5/8BISON96100129 6/8BLACK BEAR171823 03/16GRIZZLY BEAR-1926 03/16MOUNTAIN LION1313 08/1616 01/16MULE DEER NON-TYPICAL165170274 7/8MULE DEER TYPICAL140145203 1/8PRONGHORN ANTELOPE656791
4/8ROCKY MOUNTAIN GOAT384052 4/8WHITETAIL DEER NON-TYPICAL150155294 0/8WHITETAIL DEER TYPICAL120125204 4/8WYOMING (SHIRAS) MOOSE120125185 6/8 Learn how to score deer, elk, bear, turkey, and other trophy animals, and download scoresheets from the top scoring organizations. We've compiled a list of articles that lead you through the process
of scoring game animals, expain how to age deer and more. Several organizations around the world, including Boone and Crockett Club, Pope and Young, Safari Club International and National Wild Turkey Federation, score wildlife and keep official records. Choose an organization below to download official score charts. B&amp;C P&amp;Y SCI NWTF Other The Pope &amp;
Young Club is recognized as the official repository for records on the North American big game. Together with the &amp; Crockett Club maintain the Pope and Young Club's generally accepted scoring system and set the standards for measuring and scoring big game. The archives of the P&amp;Y Records Program offer great past and present management, health, and trends of
the wildlife of North America. The data is a testimony to wildlife, traditional wildlife management, and the importance of hunting as a management tool. Select a species below to download the scoresheet: Safari Club International is the leader in protecting the freedom to hunt and promote conservation worldwide. The SCI Record Book of Trophy Animals uses SCI's unique all-
inclusive registration system, the most widely used system in the world, to document our hunting heritage. The scoring system recognizes typical and not typical animals and both free range and estate taken animals. No deductions are enforced that punish animals for asymmetry in the SCI scoring system. Select a species below to download the scoresheet: Method 1: Simple
HornFor most animals with simple horns Method 2: Spiral Hornfor spiral horns. Includes moose, bongo, kudu, nyala, sitatunga, bushbuck, addax, blackbuck, markhor and wild goat Method 3: Wild CattleFor horns of wild cattle. Includes gaur, gayal, banteng, yak, water buffalo, tamaraw, anoa and bison Method 4: African BuffaloFor horns of African buffalo Method 5: Wildebeest
&amp; TakinFor horns of common wildebeest and takin (do not use for black wildebeest) Method 6: Black Wildebeest For horns of black wildebeest (not used for common wildebeest) Method 7: MuskOx muskox horns Method 8: RhinocerosFor rhino horns Method 9 : Multi-horned sheepFor multi-horned sheep Method 10 : PronghornFor pronghorn antelope Method 11: Wild
SheepFor horns of wild sheep, bharal, aoudad and tur Method 12: TusksFor tusks of hippos, pigs, water deer and musk deer Method 13:WalrusFor walrus tusks Method 14: ElephantFor walrus tusks Method 15: Carnivores For skulls of carnivores and peccaries Method 16C: CrocodilianFor body length of crocodilian Method 16D: Arrow Carnivore body measurements of parted
carnivores Method 17T : Typical whitetailFor white-tailed deer with non-typical antlers Method 17NT : Non-typical White-tailed For white-tailed deer with typical antlers Method 18T: Non-typical Mule DeerFor mule deerFor mule deer and black-----tailed deer with non-typical ElkFor elk or wapiti with non-typical antlers, and for all Roosevelt elk and Tule elk Method 19NT : Typical
ElkFor elk or wapiti with typical antlers (except Roosevelt Elk and Tule elk that are measured according to method 19-NT) Method 20 : Red deerFor red deer and related deer Includes Bukharan deer, Yarkand deer, hangul, Tibetan deer, shou, McNeill deer and Gansu deer Method 21T:Typical Ash, Sika &amp; MoreFor ash deer, hogs deer, sambar, rusa deer, sika and roe deer
with typical antlers Method 21NT : Non-typical Axis, Sika... For ash deer, swine deer, sambar, rusa deer, deer and sika deer with non-typical antler Method 22: Larger deerFor larger deer not specified in other methods methods barasingha, deer with white lip, eyebrow antlers, Père David deer, marshes, pampas deer and huemul) Method 23: Caribou &amp; ReindeerFor caribou
and reindeer Method 24: Fallow DeerFor fallow deer Method 25: Cervine MooseFor elk with cervine (unpaleged) antlers Method 25: Palmate MooseFor moose with palmate antlers Method 26NT: Muntjac, Brocket, etc. For all antlers of muntjac, brocket, pudu and tufted deer. (non-typical) Method 26T: Muntjac, Brocket, etc. For all antlers of muntjac, brocket, pudu and tufted deer
Method 50: Turkey (Multiple Beards)For all types of wild turkey with multiple beards Method 50: Turkey (Single Beard)For all types of Wild Turkey with a single beard Several other organizations offer scoring throughout North America.Buckmasters Trophy Records The philosophy of Buckmasters' Full-Credit Scoring System is to measure and record white hertp without forcing
them to meet a criterion of perfect symmetry. This Full-Credit Scoring System takes nothing away from the rack. It simply measures every inch of the antler and classifies it accordingly. Go to Buckmasters.Northwest Big Game Northwest Big Game prints big game record books for Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Montana. Visit their site for more information or to buy their record
books. Go to Northwest Big Game Longhunter The Longhunter was founded in 1988 by the National Muzzle Loading Rifle Association to promote the muzzle hunting throughout North America. The Longhunter book of muzzled big game records is open to all interested, eligible hunters. Animals must be taken with muzzle load firearms during legal hunting seasons under the rules
of fair pursuit. A drying period of 60 days is required before a trophy can be officially measured. Trophy entries are scored using the Boone and Crockett Club's copyrighted official scoring system for North American big game trophies. Go to Longhunter. Longhunter.
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